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➢ Global food prices are soaring. Rice could be next.
Food prices have been on the rise in the past few months. And rice, a staple food in much of Asia, could be next, industry watchers said.
The prices of many foods, ranging from wheat and other grains to meat and oils, have shot up. That’s been driven by a slew of factors,
including the rising cost of fertilizer and energy in the past year as well as the Russia-Ukraine war.
Food export bans or serious disruptions have included those from India (wheat), Ukraine (wheat, oats and sugar, among others) and
Indonesia (palm oil).
Rice could be next in line. The United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization Food Price Index already shows international rice prices
creeping up for the fifth straight month to reach a 12-month high, according to the latest May data published last week.
To be sure, rice production is still bountiful, experts said. But rising wheat prices, and the generally higher costs of farming, would make
rice prices worth monitoring next.
“We need to monitor rice prices going forward, because rising wheat prices could lead to some substitution towards rice, increasing
demand and lowering existing stocks,” said Sonal Varma, chief economist at Japanese bank Nomura.

Protectionist measures “actually worsen price pressures at a global level for various reasons,” she told CNBC’s “Street Signs Asia.” Feed and
fertilizer costs for farming are already rising, and energy prices are adding to freight costs, she added.
“So, there is a risk that we see more protectionism from countries,” said Varma.
Nevertheless, she maintained that risks to rice are still low as global rice inventories are ample and harvests in India are expected to be
good this summer.
Russia’s war on Ukraine has driven up wheat prices. Both countries are major exporters of wheat, and Russia’s invasion has disrupted
farming and blocked grain exports from the country. Wheat prices have soared more than 50% since a year ago.
On Monday of last week alone, they jumped 4% after the Russian military destroyed one of Ukraine’s largest grain exporting terminals,
according to Reuters, citing Ukrainian authorities.
Thailand and Vietnam were in talks on a deal to increase the price of their rice exports, according to a Reuters report citing a Thai
government official in late May.
Four exporters told Reuters that rice traders have been buying more Indian rice in the last two weeks, according to a June 6 report.
“Right now, I will be much more worried by India slapping an export ban on rice in the coming weeks — as they were thinking about after
wheat and sugar,” David Laborde, senior research fellow at the International Food Policy Research Institute, told CNBC.
India and China are the world’s top two producers of rice, accounting for more than half of the global total, according to the World
Economic Forum. Vietnam is the fifth-largest, while Thailand is in sixth place.
India imposed export bans on wheat in May, citing a need “to manage the overall food security of the country.” It also slapped restrictions
on sugar just days after the wheat ban.

Laborde said that a price increase would be far preferable to any export ban.
“We should really differentiate between a price rise that compensates for higher costs and will benefit farmers (and help them producing),
than an export ban” that pushes prices up on world markets but pushes prices down on domestic markets, he said.
Nafees Meah, regional representative for South Asia at the International Rice Research Institute, added that energy costs, which have been
rising globally, are a big part of rice production costs.
“So, there is an argument to say … if the market is indicating an increase in price, then why shouldn’t the farmers benefit from increased
prices?” Nafees told CNBC’s “Squawk Box Asia.”
But an increase in rice prices would badly affect many in Asia, which is the biggest consumer of the staple.
“So in in the Southeast Asia Pacific region, countries like East Timor, Laos, Cambodia and of course, places like Indonesia, which [has a] very
large population, and many of whom are food insecure will be pretty badly affected if prices continue to rise and stay at these very high
levels,” said Nafees.

The U.N.’s food price index showed prices are now 75% above pre-pandemic levels, said Frederique Carrier, managing director and head of
investment strategy for RBC Wealth Management.
“Pandemic-related labor shortages and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine have aggravated the situation by both curtailing food supply and
pushing up energy prices even further,” she wrote in a June report.
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About a third of food production costs are energy-related, Carrier said. Fertilizer is very energy-intensive to produce, and prices have soared
since last year.

➢ UK Economy Shrinks Unexpectedly as Covid Testing Winds Down.
The UK economy shrank in April at the sharpest pace in more than a year as the government wound down Covid testing, raising the risk that
the economy contracts in the second quarter.
Gross domestic product fell 0.3% from March when output declined 0.1%, the Office for National Statistics said Monday. A gain of 0.1% was
predicted by economists.
It was the first time since January last year that all three key sectors of the economy shrank together. Services fell sharply due to a 5.6%
decline in health spending while manufacturing suffered due to rising fuel and energy prices.
“The fall in output is unlikely to be short-lived,” said Yael Selfin, chief economist at KPMG UK. “The overall outlook remains downbeat as the
squeeze on consumer income is expected to weaken demand.”
The pound slid as much as 0.6% to $1.2238, reaching the lowest level in about a month.
Test and trace activity fell almost 70% in April. Excluding test and trace and vaccines, the economy would have grown 0.1% in the month, the
ONS said.
Households showed signs of resilience in April, the month when energy bills jumped 54% and payroll taxes went up. Consumer-facing
industries expanded 2.6%, led by a strong rise in retail sales and personal services such as hairdressing.
However, more recent data show households cutting back on non-essentials items in response to the cost-of-living squeeze.
Manufacturing fell 1%, with businesses reporting the impact of price increases and supply shortages. Construction fell by 0.4%.
An extra public holiday for the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee means Britain may dodge a technical recession -- two consecutive quarter of falling
output -- but it could come close. April marks the third month in which GDP hasn’t grown, a clear sign that the economy is weakening rapidly
in the face of inflationary pressures.
The precarious state of the economy presents a headache for both Bank of England Governor Andrew Bailey and Prime Minister Boris
Johnson.
With inflation set to peak in double digits in October when energy bills are due to surge again, Bailey and his colleagues have little option but
to keep raising interest rates, even if means making the cost-of-living crisis worse in the short run. They are worried about the risk of a 1970s
wage-price spiral unless inflation is brought under control.

Not Immune

“Countries around the world are seeing slowing growth, and the UK is not immune from these challenges,” Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi
Sunak said. “I want to reassure people, we’re fully focused on growing the economy to address the cost of living in the longer term, while
supporting families and businesses with the immediate pressures they’re facing.”
BOE policy makers are expected to deliver an unprecedented fifth straight rate hike on Thursday. A quarter-point move, as forecast, would
take the benchmark rate to 1.25%, the highest since 2009, and money markets are now pricing in rates climbing above 3% next year.
For Johnson, who came close to being ousted by his own Conservative Party in a confidence vote on Monday, rescuing the economy is vital if
he’s survived much longer.
A new £15 billion support package to subsidize energy bills will only go so far to help households, who had been on course for the biggest fall
in disposable incomes since the 1950s.
Figures this week are expected to confirm surveys showing that retail sales fell in May. Even the housing market, which defied the economic
slump during the pandemic, is showing signs of cooling. However, the labor market remain tight and a potent source of inflation, data
tomorrow is predicted to show.
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➢ European Central Bank to create new tool to address fragmentation risk and temper bond rout.
The European Central Bank announced Wednesday that it plans to create a new tool to tackle the risk of euro zone fragmentation, in a move
designed to assuage fears of a fresh debt crisis.
The decision comes after the central bank surprised market participants with an emergency meeting to address higher borrowing costs for
many European governments.
“Since the gradual process of policy normalization was initiated in December 2021, the Governing Council has pledged to act against
resurgent fragmentation risks,” the ECB said in a statement.
“The pandemic has left lasting vulnerabilities in the euro area economy which are indeed contributing to the uneven transmission of the
normalization of our monetary policy across jurisdictions,” it added.
The comments reflect the recent surge in bond yields over the past week or so. After a regular policy meeting last week, the ECB suggested a
more aggressive policy tightening but failed to deliver any new measures to support highly indebted nations in the bloc.
This sparked some nervousness among money managers about financial fragmentation and led to an increase in bond yields.
Italy’s 10-year bond yield crossed the 4% mark earlier this week — with one economist saying these levels “could eventually turn into a
problem” for the south European nation.
To tackle these concerns, the ECB said Wednesday that it will reinvest redemptions from its emergency bond purchasing program —
referred to as PEPP — in a flexible way and it will ask its team to “accelerate the completion of the design of a new anti-fragmentation
instrument.”
Isabel Schnabel, a member of the ECB’s executive board, said in Paris, France on Tuesday: “Our commitment to the euro is our anti-
fragmentation tool. This commitment has no limits. And our track record of stepping in when needed backs up this commitment.”
European countries faced materially high borrowing costs in the wake of the sovereign debt crisis, back in 2011. Some of the imbalances
have been addressed but there are still concerns about the region, notably because it has one monetary policy for 19 different fiscal
positions.

The yield on the 10-year Italian bond fell further after the ECB announcement to trade below the 4% mark.
Borrowing costs for other euro zone governments also dropped on the news, with Greece’s 10-year bond yield trading more than 7% lower.
In currency markets, the euro traded higher against the U.S. dollar continuing the trend seen earlier in the session when news broke that
there would be an emergency meeting.
Shares of Italian banks, which had rallied earlier on Wednesday, continued to trade higher following the monetary policy decision.
Jack Allen-Reynolds, senior Europe economist at Capital Economics, said in a note that the decision “fell short.”
“Flexible PEPP reinvestments might buy policymakers a little time, but the new ‘anti-fragmentation instrument’ that the Bank is working on
will need to go a whole lot further,” he said. “And there is no guarantee that they reach a consensus on such a tool at the next policy
meeting in July, so we could see spreads widen further before a new tool is in place.”
Mario Centeno, ECB Governing Council member, has said that faster monetary policy normalization is a risk that cannot be ruled out,
according to Reuters. The central banker added that the pace of interest rate hikes would be “gradual.”

➢ Fed hikes its benchmark interest rate by 0.75 percentage point, the biggest increase since 1994.
The Federal Reserve on Wednesday launched its biggest broadside yet against inflation, raising benchmark interest rates three-quarters of a
percentage point in a move that equates to the most aggressive hike since 1994.
Ending weeks of speculation, the rate-setting Federal Open Market Committee took the level of its benchmark funds rate to a range of 1.5%-
1.75%, the highest since just before the Covid pandemic began in March 2020.
Stocks were volatile after the decision but turned higher as Fed Chairman Jerome Powell spoke in his post-meeting news conference.
“Clearly, today’s 75 basis point increase is an unusually large one, and I do not expect moves of this size to be common,” Powell said. He
added, though, that he expects the July meeting to see an increase of 50 or 75 basis points. He said decisions will be made “meeting by
meeting” and the Fed will “continue to communicate our intentions as clearly as we can.”
“We want to see progress. Inflation can’t go down until it flattens out,” Powell said. “If we don’t see progress ... that could cause us to react.
Soon enough, we will be seeing some progress.”
FOMC members indicated a much stronger path of rate increases ahead to arrest inflation moving at its fastest pace going back to December
1981, according to one commonly cited measure.
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The Fed’s benchmark rate will end the year at 3.4%, according to the midpoint of the target range of individual members’ expectations. That
compares with an upward revision of 1.5 percentage points from the March estimate. The committee then sees the rate rising to 3.8% in
2023, a full percentage point higher than what was expected in March.

Officials also significantly cut their outlook for 2022 economic growth, now anticipating just a 1.7% gain in GDP, down from 2.8% from
March.
The inflation projection as gauged by personal consumption expenditures also rose to 5.2% this year from 4.3%, though core inflation, which
excludes rapidly rising food and energy costs, is indicated at 4.3%, up just 0.2 percentage point from the previous projection. Core PCE
inflation ran at 4.9% in April, so the projections Wednesday anticipate an easing of price pressures in coming months.
The committee’s statement painted a largely optimistic picture of the economy even with higher inflation.
“Overall economic activity appears to have picked up after edging down in the first quarter,” the statement said. “Job gains have been
robust in recent months, and the unemployment rate has remained low. Inflation remains elevated, reflecting supply and demand
imbalances related to the pandemic, higher energy prices, and broader price pressures.”
Indeed, the estimates as expressed through the committee’s summary of economic projections see inflation moving sharply lower in 2023,
down to 2.6% headline and 2.7% core, expectations little changed from March.
Longer term, the committee’s outlook for policy largely matches market projections which see a series of increases ahead that would take
the funds rate to about 3.8%, its highest level since late 2007.
The statement was approved by all FOMC members except for Kansas City Fed President Esther George, who preferred a smaller half-point
increase.
Banks use the rate as a benchmark for what they charge each other for short-term borrowing. However, it feeds directly through to a
multitude of consumer debt products, such as adjustable-rate mortgages, credit cards and auto loans.
The funds rate also can drive rates on savings accounts and CDs higher, though the feed-through on that generally takes longer.

The Fed’s move comes with inflation running at its fastest pace in more than 40 years. Central bank officials use the funds rate to try to slow
down the economy – in this case to tamp down demand so that supply can catch up.
However, the post-meeting statement removed a long-used phrase indicating that the FOMC “expects inflation to return to its 2 percent
objective and the labor market to remain strong.” The statement only noted that the Fed “is strongly committed” to the goal.
The policy tightening is happening with economic growth already tailing off while prices still rise, a condition known as stagflation.
First-quarter growth declined at a 1.5% annualized pace, and an updated estimate Wednesday from the Atlanta Fed, through its GDPNow
tracker, put the second quarter as flat. Two consecutive quarters of negative growth is a widely used rule of thumb to delineate a recession.

Fed officials engaged in a public bout of hand-wringing heading into Wednesday’s decision.
For weeks, policymakers had been insisting that half-point – or 50 basis point – increases could help arrest inflation. In recent days, though,
CNBC and other media outlets reported that conditions were ripe for the Fed to go beyond that. The changed approach came even though
Powell in May had insisted that hiking by 75 basis points was not being considered.
However, a recent series of alarming signals triggered the more aggressive action.
Inflation as measured by the consumer price index rose 8.6% on a yearly basis in May. The University of Michigan consumer sentiment
survey hit an all-time low that included sharply higher inflation expectations. Also, retail sales numbers released Wednesday confirmed that
the all-important consumer is weakening, with sales dropping 0.3% for a month in which inflation rose 1%.
The jobs market has been a point of strength for the economy, though May’s 390,000 gain was the lowest since April 2021. Average hourly
earnings have been rising in nominal terms, but when adjusted for inflation have fallen 3% over the past year.
The committee projections released Wednesday see the unemployment rate, currently at 3.6%, moving up to 4.1% by 2024.
All those factors have combined to complicate Powell’s hopes for a “soft or softish” landing that he expressed in May. Rate-tightening cycles
in the past often have resulted in recessions.
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➢ Swiss National Bank unexpectedly hikes rates by half a point.
The Swiss National Bank raised its policy interest rate for the first time in 15 years on Thursday, joining other central banks in tightening
monetary policy to fight resurgent inflation.
The central bank increased its policy rate to -0.25% from the -0.75% level it has deployed since 2015. The hike was the first increase by the
SNB since September 2007.
The move followed a 0.75% rate hike by the U.S. Federal Reserve on Wednesday while the European Central Bank signaled last week it
would raise its rates in July to check surging inflation in the eurozone which hit 8.1% last month.

➢ Bank of England hikes rates for the fifth time in a row as inflation soars.
The Bank of England on Thursday implemented a fifth consecutive hike to interest rates as it looks to rein in soaring inflation.

The Monetary Policy Committee voted 6-3 to increase the Bank Rate by 25 basis points to 1.25%, with the three dissenting members voting
for a 50-basis point hike to 1.5%.
The Bank faces the unenviable task of bringing consumer prices back under control against a backdrop of slowing growth and a rapidly
depreciating currency, while the U.K. faces a major cost of living crisis.
At its May meeting, the Bank raised its base rate by 25 basis points to 1%, its highest level for 13 years, but warned that the British economy
risks falling into recession.
Since then, fresh data has shown that U.K. inflation soared to a 40-year high of 9% annually in April as food and energy prices spiraled, and
the country faces a major cost of living crisis. The Bank expects inflation to rise above 10% later this year.
The economy unexpectedly shrank by 0.3% in April after a 0.1% contraction in March, the first back-to-back declines since April and March
2020, and the OECD has forecast that the U.K. will be the weakest G-7 economy next year as higher interest rates, tax rises, reduced trade
and spiraling food and energy prices hammer households.

➢ Bank of Japan maintains ultra-low rates, warns it is closely watching yen moves.
The Bank of Japan maintained ultra-low interest rates on Friday and its guidance to keep borrowing costs at “present or lower” levels,
signaling its resolve to focus on supporting the economy’s tepid recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic.
However, in a nod to the hit that the yen’s recent sharp declines may have on the economy, central bank said it must “closely watch” the
impact exchange-rate moves could have on the economy.
At the two-day policy meeting that ended on Friday, the BOJ maintained its -0.1% target for short-term rates and its pledge to guide the 10-
year yield around 0% by a 8-1 vote.
The decision was widely expected but leaves the BOJ’s stance even more at odds with other major central banks, which are aggressively
tightening policy to curb surging inflation.
“There was speculation the BOJ could tweak policy to address currency moves, but the answer from the central bank was no,” said Shotaro
Kugo, an economist at Daiwa Institute of Research.
“The BOJ sent out a message that while steady currency moves are important to hit its price target, it won’t guide policy with a focus on yen
moves.”
The bank also left unchanged guidance that short- and long-term rates were expected to remain at “present or low levels.”
The yen tumbled as much as 1.7% and the benchmark 10-year Japanese government bond (JGB) yield fell after the BOJ’s policy decision to
remain a dovish outlier.

Central banks across Europe raised interest rates on Thursday, some by amounts that shocked markets, in the wake of the U.S. Federal
Reserve’s 75-basis-point hike. A surprise move by the Swiss National Bank left the BOJ the world’s last dovish major central bank.
The growing monetary policy divergence between Japan and the rest of the world has pushed the yen to 24-year lows, threatening to cool
consumption by boosting already rising import costs.
The government and the BOJ have escalated their warnings against sharp yen falls, including by issuing a joint statement last week signaling
readiness to step into the currency market if necessary.
“We must carefully watch the impact financial and currency market moves could have on Japan’s economy and prices,” the BOJ said in a
statement announcing Friday’s policy decision.
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Such concerns over the weak yen, however, have not deterred the BOJ from defending an implicit 0.25% cap for its 10-year bond yield target
through ramped-up bond purchases.
The BOJ’s yield cap has faced attack by investors betting the central bank could give in to global market forces, as rising U.S. yields push up
long-term rates across the globe.
The 10-year Japanese government bond (JGB) yield hit a six-year high of 0.268% in early trade on Friday, exceeding the BOJ’s 0.25% cap,
before retreating to 0.22% after the central bank’s policy decision.
Shortly after the policy announcement, the BOJ made an additional offer to buy unlimited amounts of 10-year JGBs, including those with
seven years left until maturity.
The BOJ is caught in a dilemma. With Japan’s inflation well below that of Western economies, its focus is to support the still-weak economy
with low rates. But the dovish policy has triggered sharp yen falls, hurting an economy heavily reliant on fuel and raw material imports.

➢ War-ravaged Ukraine moves a step closer to joining the European Union.
Ukraine has moved a step closer to joining the European Union.

The European Commission on Friday recommended that the war-ravaged country become a candidate to join the bloc — albeit on the
understanding that it carries out several important reforms.
The opinion from the commission, the executive arm of the EU, comes ahead of high-level discussions in Brussels, Belgium about Ukraine’s
potential membership.
European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen said Ukraine should be welcome as a candidate country — referring to a legal term
that means a nation has officially started an accession path to full membership.
Wearing a yellow blazer over a blue shirt to represent Ukraine’s colors, von der Leyen said at a press conference that the commission had
one clear message for Kyiv. “And that is, yes, Ukraine deserves [the] European perspective. Yes, Ukraine should be welcomed as a candidate
country.”
“This is on the understanding that good work has been done, but important work also remains to be done,” von der Leyen said.
She added that the entire process was “merit based.”
“So it goes by the book, and therefore progress depends entirely on Ukraine. It is Ukraine that has it in their hands and what could be better
to shape your own future,” she said.

It is the first step in what is set to be a long and difficult road for Ukraine. Even with the commission’s backing, it will likely be years before
member states are given the opportunity to approve Kyiv’s accession — to a large extent because Ukraine will have to implement economic
and political reforms to comply with European rules.
The country is also battling Russia, with no end in sight to a conflict that some have warned could become a “war of attrition.”
Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskyy welcomed the EU’s proposal to grant candidacy status to Ukraine and said it would help Kyiv to
defeat Russia.
“It’s the 1st step on the EU membership path that’ll certainly bring our Victory closer. Grateful to
[von der Leyen] & each EC member for a historic decision,” Zelenskyy said via Twitter.
Zelenskyy said he expected EU government leaders to approve the proposal next week.
Russia, meanwhile, responded to say the decision to grant EU candidacy status to Ukraine required the Kremlin’s “increased attention.”
Ukraine had asked to join the 27-member European Union just days after Russia invaded on Feb. 24.
The leaders of Germany, France, Italy and Romania, who visited Kyiv in a show of solidarity Thursday, all threw their support behind Ukraine
joining the EU. German Chancellor Olaf Scholz said he had a “clear message: Ukraine belongs to the European family.”
However, there are a number of other issues to take into account; not least the fact that several other nations are also keen to join.

The commission also welcomed the former Soviet republic of Moldova as a candidate for EU membership.
However, Georgia, which borders Russia and was partially invaded by the Kremlin in 2008, has been tasked with meeting certain conditions
first.
Moldova “is on a real pro-reform, anti-corruption and European path,” von der Leyen said.

Source: Click on the link on each article title to be redirected to the original website.
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“Georgia must now come together politically to design a clear path towards structural reform ... a path that concretely sets out the
necessary reforms, brings on board civil society and benefits from broad political support,” she added.
When asked whether there was a timeframe for Georgia to receive candidacy status, von der Leyen replied: “It is a huge step forward for
Georgia to get the European perspective. This is a big achievement — and the door is wide open. It is up to Georgia now to take the
necessary steps to move forward to come together.”

➢ Powell vows that the Fed is ‘acutely focused’ on bringing down inflation.
Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell reiterated the central bank’s commitment to bringing down inflation, saying Friday that it’s
essential for the global financial system.
“The Federal Reserve’s strong commitment to our price stability mandate contributes to the widespread confidence in the dollar as a store
of value. To that end, my colleagues and I are acutely focused on returning inflation to our 2 percent objective,” Powell said in introductory
remarks for a Fed-sponsored conference on the global role of the U.S. currency.
Those remarks come two days after the Federal Open Market Committee voted to raise benchmark interest rates by three-quarters of a
percentage point to a targeted range of 1.5%-1.75%. Banks use the rate to set borrowing costs for short-term loans they provide to each
other, but it also feeds through to a multitude of consumer products like credit cards, home equity loans and auto financing.
Inflation has been soaring over the past year, with the consumer price index in May posting an 8.6% increase over the past year.
Fed officials target 2% inflation as healthy for a growing economy and have said they will continue raising rates until prices return to that
range.
While inflation hurts consumers through the prices, they pay at the grocery store and gas pump as well as a multitude of other activities,
Powell’s Friday remarks focused on its global financial importance.
“Meeting our dual mandate also depends on maintaining financial stability,” Powell said. “The Fed’s commitment to both our dual mandate
and financial stability encourages the international community to hold and use dollars.”
In a addition to price stability, the Fed is charged with maintaining full employment.
Powell cited the importance of the dollar in global financing, noting the importance of vehicles such as the one the Fed put in place during
the Covid pandemic that loaned greenbacks to global central banks in need of liquidity.
He also noted coming changes in the global financial system, including the use of digital currencies and payments systems like FedNow, a
service expected to come online in 2023.

Source: Click on the link on each article title to be redirected to the original website.
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World Currencies Last 1D Change

EURUSD 1,0496 -0,50%

EURCHF 1,0110 0,87%

EURGBP 0,8549 -0,09%

EURJPY 141,14 -1,18%

USDCHF 0,9632 0,35%

USDJPY 134,47 -1,68%

USDCAD 1,2991 -0,32%

USDTRY 17,30 0,00%

GBPUSD 1,2277 -0,61%

AUDUSD 0,6984 -0,89%

NZDUSD 0,6327 -0,52%

Precious Metals Last 5D Change YTD Change

Gold 1 851,07 -1,10% 1,20%

Silver 21,88       -0,06% -6,14%

Platinium 946,33     -3,19% -2,31%

Palladium 1 866,89 -3,48% -1,99%

World Bonds Last 5D Change YTD Change

US 10Y 3,21 1,63% 112,36%

EUR 10Y 1,65 8,64% 1030,51%

Swiss 10Y 1,37 20,53% 1113,33%

UK 10Y 2,46 0,33% 152,83%

World Indices Last 5D Change YTD Change

Dow Jones 29 927,07 -2,42% -17,64%

S&P 500 3 666,77    -3,25% -23,07%

Nasdaq 10 646,10 -4,08% -31,95%

Eurostoxx 50 3 471,69    1,28% -19,23%

FTSE 100 7 115,97    1,01% -3,64%

CAC 40 5 942,19    0,95% -16,93%

DAX 13 191,11 1,17% -16,96%

SMI 10 520,62 0,43% -18,29%

Nikkei 25 963,00 -1,77% -9,82%

Hang Seng 21 075,00 1,10% -9,93%

CSI 300 4 309,04    1,39% -12,78%

VIX Index 32,24         16,18% 87,22%

Wolrd Commodities Last 5D Change YTD Change

WTI Crude 116,66 -0,79% -3,32%

Brent Crude 119,26 -0,46% -2,25%

Nat Gas (HH) 7,329 -1,81% -17,19%

Nickel 25204 -9,82% 20,75%

Copper 407,60 -0,78% -5,09%

Corn 798 1,24% -9,82%

Wheat 1082 0,35% 3,20%

Soybean 1717,5 0,47% 1,05%

Coffee 232,1 0,06% -1,60%

Cotton 144,97 1,00% 1,40%

Sugar 18,86 1,51% -0,06%
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Crypto Market Cap: $896,970,416,980,829 Dominance*: BTC: 44,0% ETH: 14,8%
*: Split of crypto usage within the global crypto market cap.

➢ Crypto Lending Service Celsius Pauses Withdrawals, Citing 'Extreme Market Conditions'.
Crypto lending service Celsius announced early Monday it would pause withdrawals, citing "extreme market conditions."
The company announced it would also pause its swap and transfer products, according to a blog post. It did not provide a timeline for
resuming withdrawals.
"We are working with a singular focus: to protect and preserve assets to meet our obligations to customers. Our ultimate objective is
stabilizing liquidity and restoring withdrawals, Swap, and transfers between accounts as quickly as possible. There is a lot of work ahead as
we consider various options, this process will take time, and there may be delays," the blog post said.
The announcement comes on top of Celsius telling nonaccredited investors that they could no longer transfer funds.
The company also recently replaced its Chief Financial Officer, after former CFO Yaron Shalem was arrested by Israeli police in 2021.
The price of Celsius's CEL token fell over 50% after the news came out.
The company has also faced regulatory issues, with law enforcement entities issuing cease-and-desist orders against it.
Crypto reporter Colin Wu, who goes by @WuBlockchain on Twitter, posted on Monday that Celsius has transferred about 104,000 ETH to
FTX in the past three days.

➢ JPMorgan Wants to Bring Trillions of Dollars of Tokenized Assets to DeFi.
JPMorgan (JPM) hopes it has found a way for decentralized finance (DeFi) developers to leverage the yield-generating potential of non-
crypto assets.
Speaking to CoinDesk at Consensus 2022 in Austin, Texas, Tyrone Lobban, head of Onyx Digital Assets at JPMorgan, described in detail the
bank’s institutional-grade DeFi plans and highlighted how much value in tokenized assets is waiting in the wings.
“Over time, we think tokenizing U.S. Treasurys or money market fund shares, for example, means these could all potentially be used as
collateral in DeFi pools,” Lobban said. “The overall goal is to bring these trillions of dollars of assets into DeFi, so that we can use these new
mechanisms for trading, borrowing [and] lending, but with the scale of institutional assets.”
Institutional DeFi generally means imposing know-your-customer (KYC) strictures on crypto’s permissionless lending pools, which has
started to happen in pockets of innovation such as Aave Arc, as well as in a recently announced project involving Siam Commercial Bank and
Compound Treasury.
JPMorgan’s plans incorporating the tokenization of traditional assets point to a much larger scale. Onyx Digital Assets sees two
complementary parts to bringing bank-grade DeFi to fruition, Lobban explained.
One component is JPMorgan’s blockchain-based collateral settlement system that was extended last month to include tokenized versions of
BlackRock’s money market fund shares, a kind of mutual fund invested in cash and highly liquid short-term debt instruments. That kind of
application on the Onyx Digital Assets blockchain, which is settled in the bank’s in-house digital token JPM Coin, has had $350 billion in
trading volume, Lobban pointed out.
The second piece of the puzzle is a recent pilot that is being led by the Monetary Authority of Singapore and includes JPMorgan, DBS Bank
and Marketnode and is dubbed “Project Guardian.” It tests institutional-friendly DeFi using permissioned liquidity pools that are made up of
tokenized bonds and deposits.
These ventures into DeFi will involve public blockchains and have a permissioned structure similar in many ways to what is being done by
the likes of Aave Arc and Fireblocks. One difference, Lobban noted, is that verifying customer information in Project Guardian is being done
by large financial institutions that are participating, as opposed to DeFi platforms and crypto-native custody firms. In other words, a
JPMorgan trader has to prove he has the rights and entitlements to trade on behalf of the Wall Street bank.

Another difference is the novel approach to permissioned DeFi done using digital identity building blocks, such as W3C verifiable
credentials.
“We want to use verifiable credentials as a way of identifying and proving identity, which is different from the current Aave model, for
instance,” Lobban said. “Verifiable credentials are interesting because they can introduce the scale that you need to provide access to these
pools without necessarily having to maintain a whitelist of addresses. Since verifiable credentials are not held on-chain, you don’t have the
same overhead involved with writing this kind of information to blockchain, paying for gas fees, etc.”

https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2022/06/13/crypto-lending-service-celsius-pauses-withdrawals-citing-extreme-market-conditions/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/11/jpmorgan-wants-to-bring-trillions-of-dollars-of-tokenized-assets-to-defi/
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JPMorgan hasn't decided what DeFi platforms and counterparties it will work with, Lobban said, but it will be among the recognized
offerings. “It’ll be from the bench of protocols that you’d expect, battle-tested with high TVLs (total value locked). But we haven't yet
worked out which ones yet.”
Lobban explained that for the past two and a half years, JPMorgan has quietly been exploring digital identity in the context of blockchain
and digital assets.
“If we can put this identity layer in front of DeFi that enables KYC-based access, then each of those protocols should just naturally be able to
support institutions without necessarily having to make too many changes to what they’re doing,” Lobban said. “Do we have to set up
separate permissioned pools and make changes to the existing protocols? Or can these things work out of the box?”

➢ Crypto.com Cutting 5% of Workforce Amid Digital Asset Downturn.
In the latest harbinger of troubles in cryptocurrency markets, top exchange Crypto.com is laying off a good chunk of its workforce,
according to three sources with knowledge of the matter.
The cuts — which follow Coinbase taking the rare step of rescinding accepted offers and instituting a hiring freeze, plus Gemini laying off
10% of its employees — are the latest begrudging reaction to a beaten-up digital asset market stuck in the doldrums. And they are, sources
said, an indication that the yearslong effort by liquidity providers to diversify revenue streams away from spreads on trading fees has yet to
bear enough fruit.
Several the dismissed, sources said, were well-compensated senior personnel who were valued but difficult to justify when it came to the
pressing necessity of cutting costs.
A spokesperson for Crypto.com told Blockworks the company recently made the “difficult decision” to carry out “targeted reductions”
totaling 260 staffers, or 5% of its workforce.
Sources were granted anonymity to discuss sensitive business dealings.
“I don’t know how long this crypto winter, if we’re in one, is going to last,” one source said. “Some people are saying six to 12 months.
Others are saying two years. But [these layoffs] are just the tip of the iceberg. It’s easy to hire big when the going’s good. But the going’s
not good, suddenly.”
Another source said exchanges have become “entirely dependent on trading fees — a race to the bottom,” adding that it’s a hard income
stream to get away from, without launching new business lines that style-drift away from an exchange’s core business of matching crypto
buyers with sellers.
The industry’s struggles come at a time when institutional investors from the buttoned-up world of stocks and bonds and commodities are
increasingly taking digital assets seriously. Even if big-money investors have yet to deploy capital, they’re almost all devoting time and
resources to get up to speed, industry participants say.
“It’s brutal that this is happening now, when we finally start to get taken seriously, after beating this drum for who knows how long,” the
third source said. “But we’ll bounce back.”
The Crypto.com spokesperson said the exchange remains focused on shoring up product and engineering capabilities, as well as partnering
with professional sports teams, which the exchange deems will “play a crucial role in our mission to accelerate the world’s transition to
cryptocurrency.”
Indeed, Crypto.com signed Lebron James as the face of its advertising efforts, capping off a $1 billion push that included a splashy
Superbowl ad purchase.
There are still signs of growth. At the end of May, Crypto.com poached an executive from rival exchange Bittrex, Kwon Park, who is leading
the company’s Web3 strategy. The company also received conditional approval to expand its operation to Dubai, joining the likes of
Binance, FTX and Bybit in the emirate.

➢ Bitcoin briefly drops below $25,000 as $150 billion wiped off crypto markets over the weekend.
Bitcoin tumbled below $25,000 late on Sunday, hitting its lowest level since December 2020, as investors dump crypto amid a broader sell-
off in risk assets.
Meanwhile, a crypto lending company called Celsius has paused withdrawals for its customers, sparking fears of contagion into the broader
market.

https://blockworks.co/crypto-com-cutting-5-of-workforce-amid-digital-asset-downturn/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/13/bitcoin-btc-falls-as-market-focuses-on-celsius-issue-fed-rate-hike.html
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The world’s largest cryptocurrency bitcoin was trading around $25,171.16 at 02:53 a.m. ET on Monday.
Over the weekend and into Monday morning, more than $150 billion had been wiped off the entire cryptocurrency market.
Macro factors are contributing to the bearishness in the crypto markets, with rampant inflation continuing and the U.S. Federal Reserve
expected to hike interest rates this week to control rising prices.
Last week, U.S. indices sold off heavily, with the tech-heavy Nasdaq dropping sharply. Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have tended to
correlate with stocks and other risk assets. When these indices fall, crypto drops as well.
“Since Nov 2021, sentiment has changed drastically given the Fed rate hikes and inflation management. We’re also potentially looking at a
recession given the FED may need to finally tackle the demand side to manage inflation,” Viyay Ayyar, vice president of corporate
development and international at crypto exchange Luno, told CNBC.
“All this points to the market not completely having bottomed and unless the Fed is able to take a breather, we’re probably not going to
see bullishness return.”
Ayyar noted that in previous bear markets, bitcoin had dropped around 80% from its last record high. Currently, it is down around 63%
from its last all-time high which it hit in November.
“We could see much lower bitcoin prices over the next month or two,” Ayyar said.

The crypto market has also been on edge since mid-May when the so-called algorithmic stablecoin terraUSD, or UST, and its sister
cryptocurrency Luna collapsed.
Now, the market is concerned about a crypto lending company called Celsius which said on Monday that it’s pausing all withdrawals, swap
and transfers between accounts “due to extreme market conditions.”
Celsius, which claims to have 1.7 million customers, advertises to its users that they can get a yield of 18% through the platform. Users
deposit their crypto with Celsius. That crypto is then loaned out to institutions and other investors. Users then get yield as a result of the
revenue Celsius earns.
But the crypto market sell-off has hurt Celsius. The company had $11.8 billion worth of assets as of May 17, down from more than $26
billion in October last year, according to its website.
CEL, which is Celsius’ own coin, is down more than 50% in the last 24 hours, according to CoinGecko. Investors are concerned about
broader contagion in the crypto market.
“The Celsius situation is definitely adding fuel to the fire,” Ayyar said.
“Broadly the markets were already under pressure from inflation concerns and the interest rate hikes, but with crypto such contagion
events could cause outsized declines, given the market is tightly interlinked these days with a variety of inter-connected protocols and
businesses.”

➢ Goldman Sachs Executes Its First Trade of Ether-Linked Derivative.
Goldman Sachs (GS) has started trading a type of derivative tied to ether (ETH), Bloomberg reported on Monday,
The Wall Street giant executed its first Ethereum non-deliverable forwards, a derivative that pays out based on the price of ether and offers
institutional investors indirect exposure to the cryptocurrency, the report said.
London-based financial services firm Marex Financial was Goldman’s counterparty, the report added.
The move by Goldman indicates institutional appetite for cryptocurrencies at a time when the market is reeling from the fall of stablecoin
TerraUSD (UST) and poor macroeconomic outlook.
The overall market cap for cryptos tumbled to below $1 trillion for the first time in nearly 18 months on Monday, with ether shedding
nearly 17% in the past 24 hours.
Goldman Sachs and Marex Financial were not immediately available for comment when contacted by CoinDesk.

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/13/goldman-sachs-executes-its-first-trade-of-ether-linked-derivative-report/
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➢ Binance Temporarily Pauses Bitcoin Withdrawals.
The world’s largest crypto exchange by trading volume, Binance temporarily paused bitcoin (BTC) withdrawals early Monday morning “due
to a stuck transaction causing a backlog,” according to a tweet from CEO Changpeng Zhao.
The problem was originally expected to be fixed in about 30 minutes, according to Zhao's original tweet. Minutes later, however, he said
the issue was going to take a bit longer to resolve. This was all about 90 minutes ago, as of press time.
The Binance chief said the funds are SAFU, referring to the Secure Asset Fund for Users emergency insurance fund that his exchange
established four years ago. He further explained that the issue was only impacting the Bitcoin network. Bitcoin remained available to
withdraw on other networks like BEP-20, he said.
The Binance withdrawal pause comes close on the heels of crypto lending network Celsius announcing Sunday night that it was suspending
withdrawals, which caused a further cascade lower in crypto prices, with bitcoin (BTC) on Monday morning trading below $24,000.

➢ Bitcoin’s plunge spells trouble for the dot-com era entrepreneur who went all in.
Having once lost $6 billion at the height of the dotcom bubble, software entrepreneur Michael Saylor is no stranger to volatility in the
financial markets.
In 1999, MicroStrategy, Saylor’s software firm, admitted to overstating its revenues and erroneously reporting a profit when it made a loss.
The fiasco shaved over $11 billion off MicroStrategy’s stock market value in a single day.
Now, more than two decades later, MicroStrategy is again facing questions over some of its accounting practices — this time in relation to a
$4 billion bet on bitcoin.
The world’s biggest cryptocurrency briefly tumbled below $21,000 Tuesday, a key level at which MicroStrategy would be faced with a
possible margin call that investors fear could force the company to liquidate its bitcoin holdings.
MicroStrategy was not immediately available for comment when contacted by CNBC.

Saylor first got into bitcoin in 2020, when he decided to start adding the cryptocurrency to MicroStrategy’s balance sheet as part of an
unorthodox treasury management strategy.
His belief was a common one among the crypto faithful — that bitcoin provides a store of value uncorrelated with traditional financial
markets.
That’s turned out to be a risky gamble, with digital currencies now moving in lockstep with stocks and other assets plunging amid fears of an
aggressive interest rate hiking cycle from the Federal Reserve.
Bitcoin’s price plunged 10% to $20,843 on Tuesday, extending a brutal sell-off and dragging it deeper into levels not seen since December
2020. That comes after crypto lending firm Celsius halted withdrawals on Monday, citing “extreme market conditions.”
MicroStrategy has bet billions on the cryptocurrency — $3.97 billion, to be exact. As of March 31, MicroStrategy held 129,218 bitcoins,
each purchased at an average price of $30,700, according to a company filing.
With bitcoin currently trading at $22,818, MicroStrategy’s crypto stash would now be worth just over $2.9 billion. That translates to an
unrealized loss of more than $1 billion.

To add to MicroStrategy’s woes, the company now faces what’s known as a “margin call,” a situation where an investor must commit more
funds to avoid losses on a trade augmented with borrowed cash.
The company took out a $205 million loan from Silvergate, a crypto-focused bank, to continue its bitcoin buying spree. To secure the loan,
MicroStrategy posted some of the bitcoin it held on its books as collateral.
Silvergate did not immediately return a request for comment.
On an earnings call in May, MicroStrategy Chief Financial Officer Phong Le explained that if bitcoin were to fall below $21,000, it could be
faced with a margin call where it’s forced to cough up more bitcoin — or sell some of its holdings — to meet its collateral requirements.
Bitcoin briefly slipped below that level Tuesday.
“Bitcoin needs to cut in half or around $21,000 before we’d have a margin call,” Le said at the time. “That said, before it gets to 50%, we
could contribute more Bitcoin to the collateral package, so it never gets there.”

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/13/binance-temporarily-pauses-bitcoin-withdrawals/
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It’s not yet clear if MicroStrategy has pledged more funds to secure the loan.
In June, Saylor insisted the company has more than enough bitcoin to cover its collateral requirements. The cryptocurrency would need to
slump to $3,500 before it had to produce more collateral, he added.
Shares of MicroStrategy, considered by some as a proxy for investing in bitcoin, tumbled more than 25% on Tuesday, taking its year-to-date
losses to over 70%. That’s even worse than bitcoin’s performance — the No. 1 digital coin has roughly halved in price since the start of
2022.
Saylor hasn’t yet commented on bitcoin’s drop below $21,000. He posted a new profile picture on Twitter Monday showing his face with
lasers coming out of his eyes — a nod to a meme signaling bullishness on bitcoin.

➢ Bill Gates says crypto and NFTs are ’100% based on greater fool theory’.
Bill Gates is not a fan of cryptocurrencies or non-fungible tokens.
Speaking at a TechCrunch talk on climate change Tuesday, the billionaire Microsoft co-founder described the phenomenon as something
that’s “100% based on greater fool theory,” referring to the idea that overvalued assets will go up in price when there are enough investors
willing to pay more for them.
Gates joked that “expensive digital images of monkeys” would “improve the world immensely,” referring to the much-hyped Bored Ape
Yacht Club NFT collection.
NFTs are tokens that can’t be exchanged for one another. They’re often touted to prove ownership of digital assets like art or sports
collectibles. But critics see them as overhyped and potentially harmful to the environment given the power-hungry nature of
cryptocurrencies. Many NFTs are built on the network behind Ethereum, the second-biggest token.
“I’m used to asset classes ... like a farm where they have output, or like a company where they make products,” Gates said.
As for crypto, “I’m not involved in that,” Gates added. “I’m not long or short any of those things.”
Cryptocurrencies tumbled sharply this week after Celsius, a crypto lending firm, paused all account withdrawals. The debacle has fueled
fears of a looming insolvency event for Celsius — and possible knock-on effects for other parts of the crypto market. For its part, Celsius
says it’s “working around the clock for our community.”
The battered crypto world was already licking its wounds following the collapse of UST — a so-called “stablecoin” that was meant to be
worth $1 — and Luna, its sister token. At their height, both cryptocurrencies were worth a combined $60 billion.
Bitcoin was last trading at $21,107 Wednesday, down 7% in the last 24 hours. The world’s biggest cryptocurrency has erased over half of its
value since the start of 2022.

➢ Three Arrows Faces Possible Insolvency After Unforeseen Liquidations.
Dubai-based crypto fund Three Arrows Capital is facing possible insolvency after incurring at least $400 million in liquidations, The Block
reported today.
Three Arrows, popularly known as 3ac, was liquidated by crypto lending firms and is currently in the process of repaying lenders and other
counter-parties.
The firm’s founders, Su Zhu and Kyle Davies, were two of the most vocal participants in the crypto markets in the past few years, making
bets on non-fungible tokens (NFTs), decentralized finance (DeFi) applications, layer-1 tokens, and cryptocurrency companies.
Zhu seemed to address rumors on Twitter this morning. “We are in the process of communicating with relevant parties and fully committed
to working this out,” he said, without giving specifics.
Tokens listed as investments on the 3ac site include ether (ETH), Solana (SOL), and Luna (LUNA). Prices of these are down 77%, 90%, and
99.7% respectively since lifetime highs, as per CoinGecko data.
3ac’s troubles come amid reports that crypto lender Celsius may be insolvent. The firm managed billions of dollars of user funds and may
not possess enough capital to pay out investors.
One of these strategies Celsius used involved the usage of staked ether (stETH), a derivative tied to the ether that lost its peg and could
have caused contagion risks, as reported.

Source: Click on the link on each article title to be redirected to the original website.
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Meanwhile, on-chain data suggests 3ac is selling its existing crypto positions to lower collateral requirements for certain positions. One of
3ac’s wallets has a debt totaling $183, blockchain data shows.

➢ Investors worry another possible crypto collapse will bring down other key players.
A liquidity crisis at cryptocurrency lending firm Celsius has investors worried about a broader contagion that could bring down other major
players in the market.
Celsius recently moved to pause all account withdrawals, sparking fears that it may be about to go bust. The company lends out clients’
funds like a bank — but without the strict insurance requirements imposed on traditional lenders.
Bitcoin sank below $21,000 on Tuesday, extending sharp declines from the previous day and sinking deeper into 18-month lows. The total
value of all digital tokens combined also dipped below $1 trillion for the first time since early 2021, according to CoinMarketCap data.
Crypto investors fear the possible collapse of Celsius may lead to even more pain for a market that was already on shaky ground after the
demise of $60 billion stablecoin venture Terra. Celsius was an investor in Terra, but says it had “minimal” exposure to the project.
Celsius did not return multiple CNBC requests for comment.
“In the medium term, everyone is really bracing for more downside,” said Mikkel Morch, executive director of crypto hedge fund ARK36.
“Bear markets have a way of exposing previously hidden weaknesses and overleveraged projects, so it is possible that we see events like
last month’s unwinding of the Terra ecosystem repeat.”
Monsur Hussain, senior director of financial institutions at Fitch Ratings, said a liquidation of Celsius’ assets would “further rock the
valuation of crypto assets, leading to a wider round of contagion within the crypto sphere.”
Celsius has a large presence in the so-called decentralized finance space, which aims to recreate traditional financial products like loans
without the involvement of intermediaries like banks.
Celsius owns numerous popular assets in the DeFi world, including staked ether, a version of the ether cryptocurrency that promises users
rewards on their deposits.
“If it goes into full liquidation mode, then it will have to close out these positions,” said Omid Malekan, an adjunct professor at Columbia
Business School.
USDD, a so-called stablecoin that’s meant to always be worth $1, fell as low as 97 cents Monday, echoing the woes of Terra’s UST stablecoin
last month. Justin Sun, the coin’s creator, accused unnamed investors of “shorting” the token and pledged $2 billion in financing to shore
up its dollar peg.
Elsewhere, rival crypto lenders Nexo and BlockFi sought to downplay concerns over the health of their operations after Celsius announced
its decision to halt withdrawals.
Nexo said it had a “solid liquidity and equity position,” and had even offered to acquire some of Celsius’ loan portfolio — a proposal it says
the company “refused.” BlockFi, meanwhile, said all its services “continue to operate normally” and that it has “zero exposure” to staked
ether.
That doesn’t mean it hasn’t been impacted by the downturn, though — BlockFi this month laid off about 20% of its workforce in response
to a “dramatic shift in macroeconomic conditions.”
Celsius’ liquidity crunch has raised worries of possible knock-on effects in other financial markets.
CDPQ, the manager of Canada’s second-biggest pension fund, co-led an equity investment in Celsius earlier this year. In a statement
Monday, the company said it is “closely monitoring the situation.”
Many analysts agree any spillover effects from the Celsius debacle are likely to be limited to crypto. “The biggest risk of contagion is within
crypto markets themselves,” Malekan said.
Hussain of Fitch said the sell-off in crypto prices reflected a “shrinking of the entire crypto market,” adding “contagion with the broader
centralized financial system will be limited.”

Source: Click on the link on each article title to be redirected to the original website.
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Crypto Last 5D Change YTD Change

Bitcoin 20 623,80 -0,26% -24,58%

Ethereum 1 089,26    -0,82% -26,19%
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A
❖ Address (Crypto Address): An address is comparable to a bank account number. It is a unique

collection of numbers and letters. This identification code is required to carry out a blockchain

transaction and is unique for each owner. (ie: 1GyWgXtkVG5gsm9Ym1rkHoJHAftmPnTHQj)

❖ Airdrop: An airdrop is a way to distribute coins. End users can generally get coins for free or in

exchange for a small task, such as subscribing to a newsletter, sending a tweet or inviting other

people via a personal affiliate link.

❖ Algorithm: The ‘algorithm’ is a way to solve a task using data processing and calculations. There are

different types of algorithms in use by blockchains.

❖ Altcoin: An altcoin is any cryptocurrency or token created after the Bitcoin was developed.

❖ Anti-Money Laundering (AML): AML is the abbreviation for ‘anti-money laundering’. AML stands

for policy and legislation on money laundering. This prevents illegally acquired funds from being

converted into a legal variant. Within the crypto world, it is no longer unusual for AML techniques

to be used by exchanges and wallets. This term is often used as AML/KYC, where KYC stands for

‘Know your customer’.

❖ APY: APY is short for ‘annual percentage yield’, which is the total return rate that is earned on

an interest-bearing asset or savings account. The compounding interest should be considered when

the APY percentage is projected. An APY of 5% will turn $100 into $105 after exactly one year.

❖ ATH: ATH is the abbreviation of ‘All-Time High’ and means the highest price ever paid for a

particular coin. ATH is also often used to indicate that someone’s total portfolio has reached the

highest value ever.

❖ ATL: ATL stands for ‘all-time-low’ and is the opposite of ATH, or ‘all-time-high’. ATL is used to

indicate that the price of a coin or the entire wallet of a person is at the lowest level ever in

terms of value.

B
❖ Bitcoin (BTC): Bitcoin is the very first, best known and currently the most valuable digital coin.

❖ Bitcoin (unit of Currency): The bitcoin is the very first cryptocurrency invented in 2008 by an

anonymous developer named Satoshi Nakamoto. It can be divided up to 8 digits after the comma.

The smallest one is called a satoshi (0.00000001 BTC).

❖ Blockchain: The blockchain is a technique that makes it possible to safely store data in a

decentralized way. This data can be money, but it could be other data as well.
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❖ Bot: A ‘bot’ is an autonomous program on a network, such as the Internet, that can interact with

systems or users. It is often designed to automate certain manual tasks. Bots are often used in

Telegram chat groups to prevent spam.

C
❖ CBDC: CBDC stands for ‘Central bank digital currency’ and is the fully digital form of fiat money.

Unlike at Bitcoin, this type of currency would be created by a centralized authority like a central

bank or a monetary authority. It might or might not have a distributed ledger. Each central bank in

the world can have a custom implementation. Currently, it is still in test phase or just a concept on

paper.

❖ Centralized: Centralized means that one organization has control. For example, governments and

companies are centralized. The opposite of centralized is decentralized, such as the Internet and the

blockchain.

❖ Coin: A Coin is the umbrella term for cryptocurrencies and tokens.

❖ Cold Storage: Cold storage refers to storing cryptocurrency on a place where the private key cannot

be accessed via the internet. This can be done on a hardware wallet, paper wallet or software wallet

in an offline environment.

❖ Cold Wallet: A cold wallet is a wallet for storing cryptocurrency where the private key is not

exposed to the Internet.

❖ Cryptocurrency: A cryptocurrency, also known as ‘crypto’, is a type of currency that is transferred

via a blockchain. It uses strong cryptography to secure the transactions, that usually have value.

While traditional fiat currencies are subject to counterfeiting, this is not possible in a

cryptocurrency. Bitcoin is still the most valuable cryptocurrency.

D
❖ DAO: DAO is an abbreviation of ‘Decentralized Autonomous Organization’. This is an organization

that runs automatically on itself without any human interventions. The work is automatically

executed through Smart contracts.

❖ DeFi: DeFi is the abbreviation of ‘Decentralized Finance’. It can be defined as a new financial

ecosystem consisting of various financial tools, apps and services utilizing blockchain technology. It’s

an umbrella term for all these projects combined and is growing daily. Examples of DeFi functionality

are banking services in the form of stablecoins, decentralized exchanges, derivatives, prediction

markets, or lending and borrowing systems. The last one can be either peer-to-peer or with a pool.

It is a combination of replicating products and services in the traditional finance industry as well as

innovative new ones only possible with blockchain technology.
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❖ DEX: A DEX is short for Decentralized Exchange. This is an exchange where people can trade

cryptocurrencies and tokens without the need of a middleman. It is usually run by code in a ‘smart

contract’. The transactions are generally written to the blockchain, which makes a DEX by default

slower than a centralized exchange that uses fast databases. The main benefit of a DEX is that

nobody, but yourself, holds the private key to the funds. Even though a DEX will not have a

middleman regarding the trades, the exchange and the website are centrally managed. Therefore, it’s

not 100% decentralized in fact. The level of decentralization differs per DEX. Use the filters in this

list with exchanges to find each DEX.

E
❖ ERC-20: ERC20 coins are all tokens on the Ethereum blockchain. These coins are also supported by

most Ethereum wallets.

❖ ETF: ETF is an abbreviation for ‘Exchange-Traded-Fund’ or a listed fund on a stock exchange. This is

a tradable product (security) that follows the price of an underlying asset. Examples are an equity

index, a basket of certain securities, bonds and commodities. There are several applications for a

Bitcoin ETF, but none of these has yet been approved by the SEC in the United States of America.

❖ Ethereum: Ethereum (ETH) is consists of one blockchain where both its own transactions (Ether)

and those of numerous other coins (tokens) are recorded. Ethereum distinctive feature is the so-

called “smart contract”. The programming language of Ethereum is written in such a way that

programmers can write their own programs based on the Ethereum blockchain.

F
❖ Fiat Currency: Fiat currency or also simply called fiat is money issued by a government or

organizations that can issue it, like banks for example. It doesn’t have any value by itself and is for

decades not backed by gold anymore either. It instead remains value based on the trust of the

people. Once the trust goes away it will decrease in value and could eventually cause hyperinflation.

❖ Fully Diluted: Fully Diluted in crypto refers to fully diluted market cap. This is the market cap of

a coin based on its total supply instead of the circulating supply. This is an important metric for

investors to compare coins and help with the decision if it’s overvalued or undervalued.

H
❖ HODL: HODL is the wrong spelling of ‘hold’. This spelling mistake was once made by someone

accidentally or intentionally on a forum. Since then, this term has been used to indicate that you

keep or should be holding your position.
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I
❖ ICO: An ‘initial coin offering’ (ICO) can be compared a bit with an IPO. Investors get an

opportunity to invest in a certain coin for the first time. The difference with the stock market

however is that a company must meet all kinds of requirements before the IPO can take place. The

market of ICO’s is much less regulated. Therefore, it happens more often that an ICO is fraudulent.

❖ Interoperability: The term interoperability in crypto refers to blockchain interoperability. In short,

this means the ability to share information between different blockchains. Since the launch of

Bitcoin, a lot of new blockchains have emerged of which the most well known Ethereum. All these

new blockchains are in a way competing to get adoption by developers and users and results in a lot

of silos. Since each blockchain usually has its own speciality, it would make sense for developers to

utilize more than one blockchain. For this to work there is a need for the interoperability and

several projects are working on this.

K
❖ Key Pairs: A key pair is the combination of a public and private key together. During the process

of creating a wallet, a pair of keys is generated. The private key is the most important one and

should be backed up safely and not shared with anyone.

❖ KYC: KYC is an abbreviation for ‘Know Your Customer’ and was created to combat money

laundering via cryptocurrencies. At almost every ICO it is mandatory to prove that you are who you

say you are. This is also regularly requested at crypto exchanges.

M
❖ Masternode: A masternode is a server, ran from home or in a data center, that has an essential

role in a decentralized network. It usually performs specific tasks, like storing files or data and

keeping it accessible in the network. It could also function to validate the transaction or for

consensus purposes like voting on proposals. The technical (memory, CPU, etc.) and financial criteria

(number of coins needed) are different for each coin. If the masternode you set up does not

perform well it’s possible to lose your coins if those are meant as collateral. The rewards could also

just stop and then you can just start over again. A masternode usually gives a high reward that’s

paid out in the coin itself.

❖ Maximum Supply: This is the maximum number of coins that will exist for a token or

cryptocurrency. If there is a max supply defined, no more coins can be created. ‘Burned’ coins are

part of this supply, so therefore it is always larger than or equal to the total supply.

For Bitcoin, the maximum is set to 21 million.

❖ Mining: Mining is also known as ‘Cryptocurrency mining’ or ‘Cryptomining’. It is a process where

blocks are added to a blockchain by solving a mathematical puzzle. The block can also contain

transactions on that blockchain and will then become verified and immutable. Depending on the

blockchain, mining can be done with a CPU, GPU, specialized hardware or a combination of all.
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N
❖ NFT: NFT is the abbreviation of non-fungible token. This is a type of token representing a unique

asset. These can be either digital or represent real-world assets. Examples are a sword in a game or

ownership of a piece of land. NFT’s are generally scarce, unique and indivisible. The Ethereum

blockchain makes it easy to create NFT’s with it’s ERC-721 and ERC-1155 standards.

O
❖ ODN: ODN is the abbreviation of ‘OriginTrail Decentralized Network’. This is an open-source and

permissionless network that relies on an off-chain technology stack consisting of several inter-related

layers. It is a decentralized network of data providers, data creators, data holders, and data viewers.

The glue between all entities is the ERC-20 based Trace Token (TRAC). This is used as a collateral

stake to keep data holders honest and for payments to compensate the data holders for providing

their resources.

P
❖ Paper Wallet: A paper wallet is an alternative to a hardware or software wallet. It is a piece of

paper or a PDF containing the information to access the cryptocurrency in that wallet. It normally

consists of a ‘public key’ and a ‘private key’.

❖ Permissioned Blockchain/ledger: Anyone can mine Bitcoins because it is a public blockchain. This is

not the case with a permissioned blockchain. There is a layer above it that determines which entity

can write transactions in a block. The XRP coin from the company Ripple Labs is an example of such

a blockchain and has CGI, MIT and Microsoft as approved entities for example. These are called

“transaction validators”.

❖ PoA (Proof of Authority): PoA stands for ‘Proof of Authority’. This is a validation method to

process transactions and blocks in a blockchain only by approved accounts. These are known as

‘validators’ and run specific software to store the transactions in blocks. Since the identity is linked

to the system, it can contribute to more trust.

❖ Private Key: A private key in the crypto space can be defined as the combination of letters and

numbers that corresponds to a specific public key. The private key can be used to gain access to the

assets on that public key, also known as the wallet address. Once you share your private key with

somebody, store it on your computer in plain text or type it in a website or app, you risk losing all

your funds stored on its a corresponding public address.

❖ Public Key: A public key in the crypto space can be defined as a combination of letters and

numbers and forms the address to which the cryptocurrencies or tokens can be sent to. Everybody

who knows the public key of somebody can see the assets stored on that address. Only the owner

of the corresponding private key can send those assets out.
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Q
❖ QR Code: A QR code is a type of barcode in the form of a square. The letters QR stand for ‘Quick

Response’. The code contains many dots, a few small squares and sometimes a small logo in the

middle. This is different from most other barcode types, which are rectangular with lines. A QR

code can therefore contain much more information. Within the crypto world, it is often used to

make a ‘wallet’ address scannable. This speeds up the process of transferring crypto and prevents

errors.

S
❖ Satoshi Nakamoto: Satoshi Nakamoto is the alias of the creator of Bitcoin, who wants to remain

anonymous. Nobody knows who it is. It could be a person, a group, a company or even a

government. It is quite likely that it is a person because there are people who have communicated

with him or her via e-mail.

❖ SEC: SEC is the abbreviation of ‘Securities and Exchange Commission’. This is an independent

government organization of the United States of America. The SEC holds the primary responsibility

regarding the financial markets. They enforce the federal securities laws, propose new rules and

regulate the US financial markets.

❖ Stablecoin: Stablecoins are tokens or cryptocurrencies attempting to have a minimized volatility of

its price. It usually tries to keep a stable price of a related asset like USD for example. It can be

backed by the related asset or replicated using smart contracts. Stablecoins are usually pegged to

fiat money, but it’s also possible to be pegged to precious metals like gold or silver, or even other

assets. It enables an easily accessible way to store crypto wealth, temporarily, in a more stable asset

during market volatility instead of using the traditional financial ecosystem. Fiat withdrawals can

take a few days and could be costly as well.

T
❖ Tether: The Tether is often abbreviated as USDT on exchanges. This is a non-government regulated

‘stablecoin’ with a value of around 1 US dollar. The company behind this coin claims that every

Tether in circulation is covered with real dollars on their bank account.

❖ Total Supply: The ‘total supply’ indicates the number of coins already in circulation, supplemented

with the coins that are not tradable yet. So, it only applies to coins already in existence. This is

different from the ‘max supply’, in which future coins are included. The total supply is greater than

or equal to the ‘circulating’ supply’. It can consist of tradable and non-tradable coins, such as

reserved or not yet released coins for the team or investors.

❖ Transaction Fee: The ‘transaction fee’ is the amount that must be paid to execute transactions on

the Blockchain. This fee is usually paid to the ‘Miners’, but sometimes they are burned. There are

also several cryptocurrencies, where you don’t have to pay a fee.
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W
❖ Wallet: A ‘wallet’ is a place to store cryptocurrencies encrypted. There are several variants, such as

a paper wallet, hardware wallet or software wallet. Each coin has one or more supported wallets.

❖ Whale: A ‘whale’ is someone with a very large position in a coin.

❖ Whitepaper: A ‘whitepaper’ is a document that is almost always written for the launch of a new

coin through an ICO. All aspects of a coin should be explained here: how it is used, for what and

sometimes also the price expectation. After the ICO new versions can be released if the situation

changes.

Y
❖ Yield Farming: Yield farming is the process of generating the most returns possible on your crypto

assets by putting them to work. Within the crypto space, DeFi has taken on a big role and services

inside this space are making yield farming possible. There are nowadays ways to move your crypto

assets to pools to gain interest on those assets giving it an annual percentage yield (APY). Just

buying crypto-assets and holding them in your wallet, won’t generate any yield, but lending them

out with DeFi services like, Compound, for example, does make this possible. A term closely related

to yield farming is liquidity mining.


